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We are off to a great start this year! The students are working hard and having a blast in class! This year 

I plan on having new projects compared to my previous years. This is including class projects, 

presentations, and team projects. This first quarter however, we started some masterpieces for the art 

show in May! Each class is really pushing their strengths. They are making some outstanding pieces. 

Here is a list of each grade on a project they have started or already completed. Again, I am very proud 

of my classes each one brings such joy and laughter to my day! St. Patrick has great kids!  

I am really pushing the kids to think creatively even if we are drawing from a picture I want them to 

visualize the drawing in a different light and make a new texture. They will be creating a still life to find 

the colors that are bouncing around and to capture them on their art work. “Show what you see” so far 

they have blown me away with creativity and it’s just the first quarter! Next quarter we will be starting 

painting! Bring on the mess! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kindergarten – Each student will be presenting their very own construction paper ice creams including 

Jimmies (aka sprinkles for you southerners) don’t forget the cherry on top! They spent the time to draw 

and cut each ice cream scoop and place them in a paper bowl that they drew out and cut out on their 

own as well. After it was dried they added the yummy sprinkles and glued them to background that 

makes them pop. They learned about asymmetrical. 

 

 

 

 

 



1st grade- These creative little guys have been really outstanding! They have such big imaginations that 

are full of life and excitant its exciting to get them in the morning and hear what they have to say. So 

with all of that being said you can imagine the amount of details they put in their art! One of the 

projects we have done so far was a fruit bowl all created out of paper and little marker use. They came 

up with fun and unique fruits and added the best highlight details I was very impressed with each  

 

student. 

 

 

 

 

2nd grade- Each class had the opportunity to sit in front of a flower arrangement and draw as realistic as 

they could. They paid attention to details like how make leafs they saw, how many yellow petals verses 

the darker yellow pestles. Looks at the vice and drew the details they saw from their point of view. Then 

they used colored pencils and colored matched as best as they could to the real plants. They did an 

outstanding job at this! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd grade-  What a treat to have them in my class. These guys have been working hard on details, 

balance and composition for their candy piece. They were asked to pick a candy and draw it close up to 

create a pop art style artwork. After they drew in penciled the erased it lightly and colored every inch 

using marker and made them so colorful and as close to the actual candy as they could. After the candy 

was drawn and colored they we aloud to enjoy the treat as they picked any color they didn’t use for the 

background. This made them really stand out and learn contrasting colors and how they make your 

picture have contrast. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 4th grade- fall is just about here! This fall inspired art piece is a collaborative class project. Each student is 

going to use a ruler and measure out the areas on the same spot so when placed together they create a 

cohesive piece. After they measure out the sides they are going to color the square and chose colors 

they like. They are then going to add Zen tangles to the leaf and using sharpies they will add color and 

patterns to make them each unique and stand out.  

 

 

 

 

5th grade- each student picked a fruit that had on the projector and drew a close up of it thinking of 

composition and balance to create a work of art that is eye catching. They first used pencils and made a 

line drawing of the fruit of their choice then used oil pastels to make the fruit textures come to life. I 

wanted them to look at the colors and focus on what true colors were being used. For example, lemons 

are not just yellow they have a little golden color to make it take more of its shape. The slices are part 

transparent because the light is shining through so it makes its lighter yellow. The white part around the 

slice is actually a cream color etc. then they add a contrasting background color to make the fruit stand 

out and pop out. 

 

 

 

 

 

6th grade- they created a still life of different color glass bottles. Each student developed a unique layout 

using composition and balance to draw a blown up version of the still life. They added colored pencils to 

add the color they saw and blend colors that reflected or popped taught the other side. They were also 

looking for shadows and highlights using light and darker versions of the colors to help create that look. 



 

 

 

 

 

7th grade- the class made still lives of sea shells. I asked them to find their favorite shell and enlarge it on 

their paper then continue drawing what was around it. Later they added colored pencils to give it some 

color and added cast shadows to give them the more realistic look. Some students added some extra 

colors to make theirs more interesting and different. They looked for the different shapes and negative 

space to keep the piece interesting. 

 

 

 

 

8th grade- I’m losing my marbles over this project! They did an outstanding job at finding the shapes, 

high lights and shadows. They mixed the colored pencils to make their marbles form a realistic shape 

and worked at filling in the color fully to make them realistic! They also were looking at the compression 

and balance when sketching out their drawing plan. 

 


